
SURVIVAL GUIDE 

Here is a little survival guide for the ABBOTS WAY…
During the race you will follow the indications on the path marked with red and white strips, 
reflective for the night, CAI signals and arrows dedicated on the roads. 
You need this document to understand the race, this is just a small list of tips and some indications 
of responses to the path according to altitude problems,  refreshment points and service points 
with relative milages. 

GENERAL ADVICE 

A) CONCENTRATION 

The races in ultra-distances, beyond the 40-50 km, when this is NOT asphalt with regular 
refreshment and very easy escape routes, require special attention in order to avoid unpleasant 
inconveniences that could lead to retire. 

Pay attention to yourself and to who runs with you: we must be careful to ourselves, to the positive 
and negative feelings coming, take the necessary precautions in time while keep focused on the 
fatigue factor, and on the water/food factor, which should be pursued as a continuous primary 
targets, and on, until  the arrival. The person who is with you in the race could also have problems, 
don’t let him/her alone. 
Let us help each other in pure spirit trail and report promptly to the rescue if we notice something 
wrong. 

B) FOOD AND CLOTHING 

At the refreshment points don’t eat too much, don’t drink too much water and no salts.
It’s better if you eat and drink(small sips) more often, maybe at the beginning of the descent so that 
makes you breathe. 
Keep separate salts from the water so that they do not mix substances that may be nauseating and 
undrinkable. 
Cover yourself properly and be very careful to have with you all the material required as the 
weather can change suddenly, as happened last year, which was reached by 25 degrees with wind 
and rain at temperatures very close to 4-5 degrees in the space of a few minutes. This was been 
the cause of numerous withdrawals after only 40 km.

At the refreshment you’ll find many different things. 
On the first part of the race we’ll give the priority to sugars, like cakes, biscuits, dried fruits, apples 
and bananas. 
In the second half of the trail from Bardi (60th km) you’ll find the hot foods like vegetables soup, 
pasta and salty foods like sandwiches with ham, cheese or focacce. For drinks you can get still/
sparkling water, coke, orange juice, hot or cold tea and “occasionally” you might even find beer or 
wine at the discretion of the dining principals. 

You’ll find the mineral salts only in the check points of: Farini(30 km), Bardi(60 km) and Borgo Val 
di Taro(90 km). 



C) PATH FEATURES- Refreshements- CHECK POINT

How to deal with this Path? 
The path can be mentally divided in 4 tranches virtually identical, also evident from altimetry 
attached to the path. 

This year it will start from the square in Bobbio, crossing the Ponte Gobbo or Ponte del Diavolo, 
the river Trebbia. 

It goes up straight away, after one km of asphalt, toward Coli, along what is called “IL BUDELLO”(< 
THE GUT>), challenging climb that requires good management of the forces. 

On the 5th kilometer between a village of a few houses, there is a fountain with spring water, 
excellent for drinking. A Coli(8th km) a first small refreshment with liquid, water, coke, tea, pastries 
and fruit. After the town of Coli, a steep but short descent to the creek Curiasca that will lead to the 
resorts of Faraneto and Pescina(13 km) where there is a drinking fountain to get to Sella dei 
Generali. Got in Sella dei Generali you will find 3 flat kilometres that will take you to the descent to  
Farini. 
Once you arrived at the FONTANONE there is a log cabin with small refreshment run by the 
“Trattoria dei cacciatori di Mareto”(18th km). 

Halfway down you’ll find an other refreshment with food and drink, run by the families of the 
“MOLINO DEI MORTÈ”(23rd km) from here you will take in the last 6 kilometers to the seat of the 
first check-point at the (30th km). Generous dining and edited by”Gruppo dei Marciatori Alta Val di 
FARINI”. 

You’ll cross the bridge of the river NURE and you climb towards Groppallo in about 10 km easy but 
steady climb without respite and you got in Groppallo(900 m. Asl). After Groppallo, where you’ll find  
a water refreshment, you’ll have 5 km commitment, mostly flat(fountain at the 12 km mark) with 
short and gentle climbs up to the refreshment Trattoria dei BRUZZI, food and drinks(45th km). 

From here to Bardi for other 15 km(6 rise and 9 downhill) going up and crossing the Monte Lama to 
1350 m high, you wont find any more refreshment with food. On the Monte lima it’s provided an 
upstream monitored by RESCUE of Emilia Romagna and a welcome point with liquid refreshment 
at 7 km from Bardi(53rd km) in the locality of BASONA. 

On the Monte Lama you touch the highest point of the race. 

A Bardi(60th km-650 mt above sea level) you find the clothing change and the most important  
warm refreshment, before tackling the night toward BORGO VAL DI TARO and PONTREMOLI. 

From Bardi descend for one kilometre to the CENO river and from here you climb to the village of 
MONASTERO(68th km) foothold with food and drink refreshment, and the same in Osacca(75th 
km). You pass by IL BIVIO DEL PRADETTO  along the Monte Santa Donna(1000 mt above sea 
level). 
At the 81st km we encounter a camp called PRADONICO(food and beverages) where you can find 
tap water in the wall of the church on the left and at the 93rd km you find a service point and food 
and beverage refreshment at the Fire Department. 

Here you find warm refreshment, showers and possibility of short stay indoors(warm) for change(if 
you need/want)  in view of the last 33 kilometers stretch towards PONTREMOLI. 

You start with an easy climb towards Valdena(98th km), from here there is the most committed 
ascent to the PASSO DEL BORGALLO, manned with a stretch of about a kilometre ridge and 
exposed to the winds, which in case of bad weather it will not go understimated. 



This section will be manned by RESCUE the entire night. There are two points of support and the 
final descent: the first will be at the Green Lake( only liquid) at 20th km to go and the second in 
Cervara(113rd km), from here you still have 12 km to get in PONTREMOLI. 

In PIAZZA ITALIA(the arrival) you find a complete refreshment and at the gym you find the luggage 
that the shuttle has moved from Bobbio. After the passage of the last competitor in Bardi(mid-term 
and point of the official exchange rate) will load the backpacks and move them to the arrival. 

D) ASSISTANCE - EASILY ACCESSIBLE PLACES TO FOLLOW THE RACE

For those who would like to follow their athlete or simply want to see the steps of athletes we 
recommend the steps  that are more easily accessible by car or motorcycle or bicycle. 

We also indicate the level of services available on site. 

Where nothing is specified it means that there is the resting spot for athletes only.

Coli 7th km (Bar - Trattoria - Hostel)

Farini 30th km (Bar - Taverns - Petrol car - ATM)

Groppallo 40th km (Bar - Taverns - Food - Hotels)

Bruzzi 45th km (Trattoria)

Bardi 60th km - (Bars - Taverns - Petrol car - ATM - Hotels)

Osacca 75th km

Borgo Val di Taro 90th km (Bar - Taverns - Gasoline - CNG cars - ATM - Hotels)

Valdena 98th km

Cervara 113rd km


